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Sylvester Youlo is an orthopedic surgeon, and writer. He is the author of The Boy from Pleebo, his memoir
that chronicles his early life from an impoverish small town in the West African country of Liberia, to his
journey of years through various refugee camps while, as a teenager, fleeing a brutal civil war in his country,
and how he became a top student at an American medical school.
Behind Devil's Rock by Sylvester Youlo, published by
Dr. Sylvester Youlo is a fellowship-trained orthopedic surgeon, and writer. He specializes in Sports Medicine
and is an expert in arthroscopic repair and reconstruction of ACL, PCL, meniscus, cartilage, labrum, rotator
cuff, and other ligaments.
Behind Devilâ€™s Rock â€“ Dr. Sylvester Youlo | Author
Recently released in paperback, Behind Devil's Rock is a historical thriller that is based on the events that, I
believe, were part of the root cause of the the Liberian Civil War that killed and ...
Behind Devil's Rock - LinkedIn
Behind Devil's Rock has 3 ratings and 3 reviews. Sylvester said: When Dan Freeman, a native Liberian,
moved from his small hometown to attend school at t...
Behind Devil's Rock by Sylvester Youlo - Goodreads
What's behind the Devils' early-season scoring outburst? The Devils are scoring the way they want to score
through the first two games of the season: By using their speed.
What's behind the NJ Devils' early-season scoring outburst?
Except from the book, Behind Devil's Rock. Chapter 3. SARAH WALKED FROM THE SEPARATE small
structure that housed her familyâ€™s kitchen, into their home.
Excerpt from Behind Devil's Rock - LinkedIn
Behind Devil's Rock [Sylvester Youlo] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. When Dan
Freeman, a native Liberian, moved from his small hometown to attend school at the prestigious Cape Palmus
High School in Harper City
Behind Devil's Rock: Sylvester Youlo: 9781478755104
25. Devilâ€™s Rock-Hosselkus(Devilâ€™s Rock, Hosselkus Limestone) (Keeler-Wolf and Keeler-Wolf 1975,
Keeler-Wolf 1989h, Cheng 1997b) Location This established RNA is on the Shasta-Trinity
25. Devilâ€™s Rock-Hosselkus - fs.fed.us
Set against the backdrop of the real-world ritualistic killings that captivated Liberians in the 1970s, Behind
Devilâ€™s Rock takes readers on a journey that pits native Liberians against elite Americo-Liberians, corrupt
politicians against well-intentioned locals, and progressives against traditionalists.
Amazon.com: Behind Devil's Rock eBook: Sylvester Youlo
The Devil's Rock is a 2011 New Zealand supernatural horror war film produced by Leanne Saunders,
directed by Paul Campion, written by Campion, Paul Finch, and Brett Ihaka, and starring Craig Hall, Matthew
Sunderland, Gina Varela, and Karlos Drinkwater.
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The Devil's Rock - Wikipedia
Set against the backdrop of the real-world ritualistic killings that captivated Liberians in the 1970s, Behind
Devilâ€™s Rock takes readers on a journey that pits native Liberians against elite Americo-Liberians, corrupt
politicians against well-intentioned locals, and progressives against traditionalists.
Behind Devil's Rock (English Edition) - eBooks em InglÃªs
10 People Who Sold Their Soul To The Devil. michgirl & JFrater May 10, 2010. Share 2K. Stumble 3K.
Tweet. ... He also wrote books on mathematics, natural science, music, theology and philosophy. Pope
Sylvester II was the first French Pope and certainly the most significant in the 10th century. ... The story
behind â€œDevilâ€™s Trill ...
10 People Who Sold Their Soul To The Devil - Listverse
Devils Tower is where Sweet Medicine died and it is his final earthly resting place. Sweet Medicine is the
great culture hero of the Cheyenne who brought the Four Sacred Arrows to the tribe. ... The Kiowa call Devils
Tower "Aloft on a Rock" and "Tree Rock."
A Sacred Site to American Indians - Devils Tower National
But rock and roll did not sit well with many of the city's leaders, who regarded themselves as God-fearing
citizens who had no truck with the devil's music in the 1950s.
They Loved You, Peggy Sue: Behind The Name Fused To Rock
If Sylvester looks like a rock, smells like a rock, and cannot talk just like a rock, what makes him still a donkey
and not a rock? Now one might suggest that the thing that distinguishes Sylvester from a rock is the fact that
he is able to think.
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